Acceptance speech by Volker Tanger, 2013 April.
I discovered both Filk music and my wife Kirstin at conventions of our fantasy literature
club "Follow" - which roughly is comparable to the SCA over here. Back in those years,
where filk music in Germany only was available as worn-out n-th generation mix tapes
or when sung in circles, I started stating "Apprentice bard and bit-mage" in my email
signature to show my love of music and my career path in a wording appropriate for
that setting.
I always took a seat in the back rows (a natural place for a sound techie), just quietly
chugging along, contributing to the community where it naturally fell into place for me.
Just being an average, unremarkable member of my tribe...
....who suddenly put me up onto a pedestal.
So today I *could* say that I am being decorated for my work as musician, recording
artist and sound engineer, as media producer and music teacher, for owning and
running the relevant radio stations and operating (parts of) annual international music
festivals, or for running the major part of the IT infrastructure and supply chain for
Continental Europe.
And my tribe would gently pull my feet back to the ground - and then cut me off at knee
height.
Simply by example. And rightfully so.
While I do pull cables and push buttons at cons, others can tell me which frequency I
should dim for how many decibels to reduce the tingling I have not even recognized
until then, and that by just listening by ear.
I have mixed and/or published four filk CDs plus a number of podcasts. And then other
members present recordings that are light-years ahead (yes, I am looking at you,
Kristoph and Eli!).
While I can play a bit on some instruments and enjoy to sing along, other members of
my tribe can leave me speechless and awestruck with their performance.
I occasionally create or translate lyrics - while some songs from my tribe touch me so
much that I need more than 50 attempts to just speak an introduction until I manage
one without having burst into tears midway.
So today I am honoured and humbled by my tribe.
I am proud to be inducted into the Filk Hall of Fame - and embarrassed to know so
many who are at least as worthy.

Thank you for showing me that I am special - and at the same time for not being
special at all.
Thank you for being a tribe, a family - instead of a fringe group splintered off the
entertainment industry complex. Thank you for being a tribe where each member is
valuable, where each member is accepted in its chosen place.
Thank you for considering me a member of the tribe. Thank you for allowing me to walk
in its halls.
So in this, in my tribe I really am apprentice-bard and bit-mage (never thought how
fitting that might become one day). Here you usually can find me in the back rows - my
stage is there.
But first and foremost I'm a member of this tribe.
Thank you for having me.
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